Chemical Mapping of Polymer Microstructure Using Soft X-ray Spectromicroscopy*
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Recently, synchrotron-based soft X-ray spectromicroscopy techniques have been applied to studies of polymer microstructure at the ∼50 nm spatial scale. Functional group based chemical speciation and quantitative mapping is provided by near edge X-ray absorption fine structure spectral (NEXAFS) contrast. The techniques, sample data, and analysis methods of scanning transmission X-ray microscopy (STXM) and X-ray photoemission electron microscopy (X-PEEM) are outlined. The capabilities of STXM are illustrated by results from recent studies of (a) controlled release microcapsules and microspheres, (b) microcapsules being developed for gene therapy applications, (c) conducting polymer films studied in the presence of electrolyte and under potential control, and (d) studies of protein interactions with patterned polymer surfaces. In the latter area, the capabilities of STXM and X-PEEM are compared directly.
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Introduction

Increasingly, the development of new polymer systems and their optimization for specific applications requires detailed knowledge of the spatial distribution of chemical components at a size scale which cannot be achieved with traditional optical or magnetic resonance chemical analysis techniques. Scanning probe microscopies are wonderful to visualize materials at the atomic scale, but they only probe the surface and they have limited chemical analysis capabilities. STXM[1–4] and X-PEEM[5, 6] are recently developed, synchrotron-based, soft X-ray microscopy techniques which provide chemical speciation at sub-50 nm spatial resolution based on NEXAFS[7] contrast. Both methods achieve quite subtle chemical speciation, with sensitivities in the part-per-thousand range in the volume sampled, which is a column of typically 50 nm diameter by 100 nm thick for STXM and a cube of 50 nm × 50 nm in area by 10 nm thick for X-PEEM.[8] In addition, because STXM is a photon-in, photon-out technique and soft X-rays in the ‘water window’ (200–520 eV) have appreciable penetration through water, it is possible to examine wet samples such as water filtration membranes, cells, and electrochemical systems. Quantitative mapping is possible with STXM since the transmission signal is readily inverted to absorbance and thus to composition using the Beer–Lambert law. Although it is more difficult to derive quantitative maps from X-PEEM due to various complexities in relating the detected signal to the initial X-ray absorption event, semiquantitative maps of surface composition can be derived.

The following is a brief list of recent soft X-ray microscopy studies of polymer systems. Ade et al. have investigated the microstructure of poly(carbonate)/poly(acrylonitrile/butadiene/styrene) blends.[9] Several groups have used STXM and PEEM to compare bulk versus surface morphologies of blends of polystyrene (PS) and polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) of different molecular weights and compositions[10–13] and of PS/PMMA systems with methyl methacrylate/polyhedral oligomeric silsesquioxane copolymer[14] or inorganic WS2 nanotube[15] additives. Rightor et al.[16] have used STXM to show conclusively that the ‘macro-phase’ segregated regions in high-water polyurethanes are polyurea. The same team has studied quantitatively the composition and distributions of filler particles used to improve the mechanical properties of polyurethanes[17] and shown the chemical speciation capability of STXM provides manifold advantages over electron microscopy. Koprinarov et al. have used STXM on wet samples to investigate techniques of microstructuring to improve efficiencies of acrylate-filled polyethylene water filtration membranes.[18] Mitchell et al. have also used wet cell STXM approaches to quantitatively map the cross-link density in third-generation superabsorbent particles.[19] We, in collaboration with Ricoh scientists, have demonstrated that STXM can be used to generate three-dimensional chemical mapping

* Based on a keynote talk at the 27th Australasian Polymer Conference, Adelaide, 29 November–2 December 2004.
of printer toner particles using the serial section approach.\[20\]

A large number of these and other soft X-ray microscopy studies of synthetic polymer microstructure since 2000 have been performed in collaboration with industrial scientists, and the results have often had significant impact on the development of new products or resolving production issues. In order to properly interpret the photon energy dependent chemical contrast observed in soft X-ray microscopy, it is important to understand the core excitation spectroscopy in detail. This is facilitated through systematic studies of small molecules in the gas phase\[21\] and in studies of pure polymer systems\[22,23\].

In this brief Review we outline the instrumentation and techniques of analytical soft X-ray microscopy, and illustrate its capabilities with four recent applications to optimization of polymer microstructure:

Development of controlled release microcapsules and microspheres\[24,25\].
Optimization of alginate microcapsules being developed for gene therapy applications\[26\].
Conducting polymers undergoing thermochromic transitions\[27\].
Biomaterials optimization\[28,29\].

All of the results in this article have been the subject of other publications as cited, although additional results are presented in each case.

### Experimental

The latest generation of STXM instruments use differential laser interferometry\[30\] to provide positioning of the sample relative to the \(\sim 40 \text{ nm} \) diameter focussed X-ray beam with an accuracy of \(\sim 10 \text{ nm} \) over a wide range of distances between the zone plate lens and the sample, which varies between 0.6 and 12 mm, depending on the photon energy. The STXM used for this work is illuminated by an optimized bend magnet beamline\[31\] at the Advanced Light Source (ALS\[†\], beamline 5.3.2). A second interferometric-controlled STXM shares an elliptically polarized undulator (EPU) beamline at the ALS (beamline 11.0.2) and a similar, but dedicated EPU-based STXM system is nearing operation at the Canadian Light Source (CLS\[‡\]). Details of the 5.3.2 beamline\[8,31\] and the STXM instrument\[8,30\] are provided elsewhere. Briefly, a toroidal mirror focusses a few percent of the bend magnet output, the X-ray continuum is dispersed horizontally by a spherical grating, and X-rays of a specific energy, with a coherence defined by one entrance and two orthogonal exit slits, are used to illuminate a Fresnel zone plate that is mounted on a z-scan stage in a vacuum tank. The STXM (Fig. 1) consists of the zone plate (ZP, currently 155 \(\mu\text{m} \) diameter, 35 nm outer zone, 80 \(\mu\text{m} \) central stop, with a diffraction-limited resolution of 42 nm), a 55 \(\mu\text{m} \) diameter order sorting aperture (OSA, which works with the central stop of the zone plate to block zero-order
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light), the sample scan stages, and a detector. X-rays transmitted by the sample hit a phosphor and are converted to visible light pulses which are detected with a photomultiplier operating in single-photon counting mode. Images are acquired by raster-scanning the sample with a fast scan stage, and recording the transmitted light on a pixel-by-pixel basis using dwell times of 0.5 to 2 ms per pixel. The beamline operates from 180 to 1200 eV, although it has optimum performance between 250 and 550 eV due to a fixed exit slit position. Samples for STXM must be partially X-ray transparent, with optimum optical densities (OD) between 0.3 and 2. For unit density materials this corresponds to ∼100 nm thickness for C 1s and ∼500 nm thickness for O 1s studies (thicker sections are used for low density materials such as porous membranes, hydrogels, and biological samples). Thin section samples are prepared using methods similar to those used for transmission electron microscopy. Fully solvated samples are examined by sandwiching the wet sample between two X-ray transparent silicon nitride windows. Thicknesses of water (or other solvents) up to 3 or 4 µm can be tolerated. Many types of measurements are possible, including images at a single energy, spectra at one or more points, linescan spectra, and image sequences. The latter mode, pioneered in STXM by Jacobsen et al.,[32] is typically used for quantitative chemical mapping. The series of images, recorded at a sequence of photon energies, are first converted from the as-recorded transmission signal to OD and then the spectrum at each pixel is fit to suitable reference spectra for the chemical species in the sample. Quantitative mapping occurs because the reference spectra are derived from the NEXAFS spectra of pure materials (typically recorded in the same apparatus) and placed on quantitative mass or linear absorption coefficient scales using the well characterized elemental response outside the near edge region.[33]

For X-PEEM studies we used the electrostatic PEEM-2 instrument at ALS beamline 7.3.1.[34] In this ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) apparatus, a 30 µm diameter X-ray beam strikes the surface at 15° incidence. Primary and secondary photo-ejected electrons are extracted into an electrostatic imaging system by a strong electric field (∼10 kV mm⁻¹) at the sample. A magnified image is formed at a phosphor screen and recorded with a CCD camera. Samples must be adequately conducting, very flat (<100 nm roughness, without sharp discontinuities that can cause field emission), and UHV-compatible (no out-gassing). Typical spatial resolution is 100 nm for studies of polymer thin films. The X-PEEM
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Figure 1. Schematic of STXM optics.

Figure 2. (a) Transmission images of a core–shell microsphere (100% DVB-55 core; 50% DVB-55, 50% EGDMA shell) at photon energies of 285.1 (ππ*,b1), 288.4 (ππ*,b2), and 292.7 eV (C 1s). (b) Corresponding optical density images. (c) C 1s reference spectra on linear absorption scales. The thin lines are the elemental response functions used to set the quantitative intensity scales. The EGDMA and DVB-55 spectra are offset for clarity. (d) DVB-55 component map. (e) EGDMA component map. (f) Epoxy component map. The greyscales give thicknesses in nanometres.
sampling depth has been measured to be \(\sim 5\) nm for C 1s studies of polystyrene (this value depends on the material and the photon energy).

STXM and X-PEEM results are often presented in the form of component maps and colour composites of these maps. The maps are obtained by fitting a set of images to reference spectra for the materials believed to be present in the sample. Data manipulations can, for example, be carried out using the \textit{x}TEX2000 program,\cite{[35]} which is a set of image and spectral processing tools with a unified graphical interface optimized for analysis of spectromicroscopy data. The mathematical methods have been outlined elsewhere,\cite{[8]} along with the pros and cons of various options. If the reference standards are on quantitative linear absorption scales, then the greyscales of the component maps indicate the spatial distribution of the thickness of that component. The accuracy of the quantitation is typically 5–10\% (limited usually by systematic errors in the reference standards) while the precision (point-to-point variations over apparently uniform regions in a the map of a majority species) is better than 1\%, much better than the precision typical in single STXM or PEEM images (2–5\%).

Fig. 2 gives an example of our data and analysis procedures applied to a core–shell microsphere sample for which the core consists of 100\% divinyl benzene (DVB-55, a mixture of mono- and di-vinyl \textit{meta}/\textit{para}-substituted benzenes) and the shell is a 50 : 50 mixture of DVB-55 and ethylene glycol dimethacrylate (EGDMA). Figs 2a and 2b each show plots of 3 of 12 images acquired, both in the as-recorded transmission format and after conversion to optical density. The contrast is inverted when the images are converted from 426 A. P. Hitchcock et al. C1 s transmission format and after conversion to optical density.

The STXM results show that the acid linker (compatibilizer) improved the microstructure, with the microspheres penetrating the capsule. Use of a maleic anhydride acid linker greatly preferred the hydrophobic environment in the interior of microspheres and capsules failed as the microspheres otherwise impermeable capsule wall. The polyurea capsules are generated through interfacial polymerization in an emulsion. The microspheres are prepared separately by single or multi-step precipitation polymerization and are added to the capsule synthesis system. Initial attempts to combine microspheres and capsules failed as the microspheres preferred the hydrophobic environment in the interior of the capsule. Use of a maleic anhydride acid linker greatly improved the microstructure, with the microspheres penetrating but sitting mostly on the outside of the capsule wall.\cite{[24,25]} We used STXM to explore the spatial distribution of the acid linker, and thus to optimize its efficiency at controlling the assembly. Fig. 3a presents an SEM image of a complete tectocapsule, while Figs 3b and 3c are chemical maps derived from a C 1s STXM image sequence measured from a microtomed thin section. In Fig. 3b, the DVB55 microsphere signal (red balls), the polyurea capsule signal (green substrate), and the acid linker (blue halo) signals have been combined in a colour composite to show the overall structure. Fig. 3c is the chemical map of the acid linker used to control the attachment of the microsphere to the outer surface of the polyurea capsule. The STXM results show that the acid linker (compatibilizer)
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Fig. 3. (a) SEM of a tectocapsule. (b) Colour composite of STXM-derived component maps of DVB-55 (red), polyurea (green), and maleic anhydride-based acid linker (blue). (c) Acid linker component map.

Fig. 4. (a) Colour composite of STXM-derived maps of alginate, calcium ion, and N-vinylpyrrolidone at the edge of a photopolymerization-modified alginate capsule. (b) Component map of NVP. (c) Component map of sodium acrylate. (d) Radial distribution of alginate, calcium ion, NVP, and sodium acrylate averaged over the region of maps (b) and (c). Greyscales for (b) and (c) give thicknesses in nanometres.

is very concentrated at the outer rim of the microspheres, with a concentration of a few percent in the rim region but extremely low when averaged over the whole tectocapsule.

Strengthening Gene Therapy Delivery Capsules

Alginate microcapsules enclosing recombinant cells secreting therapeutic products have been used successfully to treat several murine models of human diseases.\[40–42\] Recently, we have found that addition and in situ photopolymerization of sodium acrylate and \(N\)-vinylpyrrolidone improves the mechanical and chemical properties of these alginate capsules which could extend the lifetime of treatments. Initial models of the capsule wall strengthening mechanism\[43\] postulated an interpenetrating network of poly(sodium acrylate) and poly(\(N\)-vinylpyrrolidone) (SA and NVP) would provide additional covalent cross-links. We have used C 1s, N 1s, and O 1s STXM to investigate the spatial distributions of the SA and NVP in the modified alginate capsules.\[26\] This was a very challenging system to study due to the very low density and fragile nature of the capsules. We found that ethanol replacement of the water in the capsules followed by cryo-ultramicrotomy allowed preparation of thin sections with minimal distortion. After cutting the frozen, low-density sample to a thickness of either 250 nm or 1000 nm, the frozen sections were transferred to a silicon nitride membrane window. They were then examined dry (ethanol allowed to evaporate) or rehydrated with water and then examined wet by enclosing the wet capsule section in a second silicon nitride membrane window.

Fig. 4a presents a colour-coded composite of \(\sim 10\%\) of a capsule. The enhanced concentrations of alginate and \(Ca^{2+}\) at the edge are readily seen and the essentially constant yellow hue at the edge and the interior of the capsule indicate there is only a density variation, with relatively little change in the ratio of calcium to alginate. The capsules are formed by dropping a sodium alginate solution into a concentrated \(CaCl_2\) solution. The ionic cross-linking resulting from replacement of the univalent sodium ions with divalent \(Ca^{2+}\) ions clearly occurs in the interior in addition to the surface of the capsule, as had been deduced from other techniques.\[44\] In addition to mapping the major components, STXM found a surprisingly strong signal from the NVP just at the surface of the capsule. Fig. 4b is the NVP map derived from a C 1s image sequence recorded with fine sampling at the edge of the capsule. Fig. 4c is the corresponding acrylate map from the same region. Fig. 4d presents radial profiles for four species (alginate, \(Ca^{2+}\), polyacrylate, and NVP) in the region of the capsule wall averaged over the four component maps (Figs 4b and 4c, the maps for \(Ca^{2+}\) and alginate are not shown). There is a large difference in the spatial distribution of the acrylate and NVP species. NVP is localized at the outer part of the capsule’s rim, whereas polyacrylate is more uniformly distributed (at a low level) throughout the capsule. This study\[26\] conclusively showed
that the poly(sodium acrylate) and the poly(N-vinyl pyrrolidone) have very different spatial distributions in the wall region of the alginate capsules, thus contradicting the earlier hypothesis\cite{43} of an interpenetrating network of the two added species. This is possibly due to differences in the diffusion of the neutral NVP and ionic SA through the capsule wall into the capsule.

\begin{scheme}
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{scheme1.png}
\caption{Proposed chemical structures of PANI in various chemical states.\cite{45}}
\end{scheme}

\textbf{In Situ Electrochemical STXM}

Electrochemical reactions at the sub-micron scale involving conducting organic polymers are important in a wide variety of situations such as batteries, fuel cells, chemical and biological sensors, display devices, etc. Analytical techniques which can probe electrochemistry at the sub-micron scale are needed to help optimize these systems. Recently we have developed the sample cell, the electronics, and the measurement procedures required to use STXM to study samples under potential control and in the presence of liquid electrolytes. Our initial measurements\cite{27} have been performed on electrochromic transitions in electrochemically polymerized polyaniline thin films.\cite{45} Conducting organic polymers like polyaniline (PANI) are being used in ‘smart window’ applications where the colour and transmissivity of a thin film coating is changed electrochemically. The performance of these materials is strongly dependent on their microstructure. Although the exact chemical structures involved at the various stages of the redox transformations of PANI are not fully characterized, the main states are fully reduced leucoemeraldine (yellowish-white), fully oxidized pernigraniline (dark purple), and partly oxidized emeraldine salt (green), which can be converted to an emeraldine base form (blue) of the same oxidation state but different structure upon increasing the pH.\cite{45,46} The proposed chemical structures are given in Scheme 1. We have used the interconversion of an electrodeposited PANI layer between leucoemeraldine (reduced) and emeraldine chloride (oxidized) states as a test platform to demonstrate in situ electrochemical STXM. The PANI film was electrodeposited ex situ on a small (~200 $\mu$m × 400 $\mu$m), thin (15 nm) gold pad on a silicon nitride membrane. A larger gold film coated the remainder of the silicon nitride window and was used as the counter electrode in the in situ STXM study. The PANI film was covered with a few microlitres of 1 M HCl and then a second silicon nitride window was placed on top to form a wet cell. The edges of the cell were sealed with epoxy. Electrical

\begin{figure}
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{fig5.png}
\caption{CV of a PANI thin film recorded with the sample under potential control inside STXM5.3.2. A two-electrode measuring system was used. (a) Expanded image showing fibrular structure of the polyaniline. (b) Region measured during acquisition of the CV. The circle indicates where the spectra in panel (d) were recorded. (c) Time sequence of the potential scan. (d) C 1s spectra recorded at the selected potentials indicated on the CV and time–potential diagram.}
\end{figure}
contact was made by spring clips touching exposed parts of the gold film electrodes. A potentiostat was used to adjust the potential and to record two-electrode cyclic voltammograms (CVs). STXM images and spectra were acquired with either step-wise or continuous scanning of the potential. The latter on-the-fly measurements showed that kinetic studies on millisecond timescales are possible.[27] Fig. 5 presents a CV collected from a sample inside the STXM. Images of the fibular structure are included as insets. Fig. 5d plots C 1s spectra from a single point, acquired at various potentials. As the film is transformed between the leucoemeraldine and emeraldine chloride state, there are changes in the C 1s and N 1s NEXAFS spectra. In particular the C 1s $\rightarrow \pi^{\ast}_{(\text{quinoid})}$ transition at 283.6 eV appears in the emeraldine form and disappears in the leucoemeraldine form. There is also a small but significant shift in the peak around 286.6 eV which is the C 1s (C–R) $\rightarrow \pi_{(\text{環})}^{\ast}$ transition (R indicates the N-substituted carbon of the ring). The results shown in Fig. 5 demonstrate the capability to perform in situ electrochemical STXM at defined potentials. Other measurements reported elsewhere[27] demonstrate imaging of the electrochemically active part of samples (through image differences) and kinetic studies. Although the single-point measurements shown in Fig. 5, may be affected by radiation damage, other studies using defocussed point spectra, line-spectra, and multiple images confirm these results. Results are also seen in the N 1s region (not shown). In particular, the N 1s $\rightarrow \pi^{\ast}_{(\text{quinoid})}$ transition at 398.7 eV appears in the emeraldine chloride form and disappears in the leucoemeraldine form. We found a significant difference between the shapes and relative timing of the reductive transition in the electrical response and in the spectral response, indicating a multi-step transformation is taking place. In contrast, the shapes and relative timing of the oxidative transition were in agreement. The asymmetry in the reaction kinetics for reduction and oxidation has been noted previously.[46] In situ electrochemical STXM measurements offer a new approach to understand this complex system. We believe this technique can be applied to kinetic studies of organic display and electronic materials, and we are now exploring systems with electric fields applied across the thickness of the sample rather than in a transverse sense.

**Biomaterials—STXM versus X-PEEM to Study Protein Adsorption on Polymers**

Biomaterials used for medical applications are often polymers, either in the bulk, to form structures with desired mechanical properties (e.g. flexible dialysis tubes), or as coatings, to provide required chemical and biochemical properties (protein repellency, selective protein binding, etc). Control of the location and type of proteins adsorbed on first contact of a biomaterial with bodily fluids is a goal of much biomaterials development. Optimization of polymer systems to achieve biocompatibility while providing necessary structural support and flexibility is a very active area of research. New techniques that can offer improved sensitivity are always of interest. Biomaterials optimization requires capabilities of mapping the interactions of biological macromolecules (and aggregates, including cells) with synthetic substrates. In collaboration with several leading groups working on the development and characterization of novel biomaterials—John Brash (McMaster), David Castner (Washington), and Hans Griesser (Adelaide)—we are exploring the capabilities of both STXM and X-PEEM to characterize protein interactions with patterned polymer surfaces. STXM can be applied to samples in a fully hydrated environment and thus can be used to investigate samples under a layer of buffer or nutrient solution, close to actual biological conditions. However X-PEEM has much greater surface sensitivity and might be better suited to imaging proteins at the sub-monolayer levels relevant to investigations of preferential adsorption on laterally phase-segregated polymer substrates. Identifying the advantages and limitations of each technique for biomaterials research applications is a theme of our recent studies.

STXM has been used to study a polyurethane reinforced with styrene/acrylonitrile (SAN) and poly(isocyanate) poly-addition (PIPA) filler particles which was exposed to dilute (0.01–0.1 mg mL$^{-1}$) solutions of fibrinogen (a blood protein) in physiological phosphate buffer. The fibrinogen was found to be preferentially adsorbed at the interface of the SAN particles and the polyether-rich matrix. This result was found for samples investigated dry, rehydrated with deionized water, and even under a buffer solution of 0.01 mg mL$^{-1}$ fibrinogen.[28]

Spun-cast thin films of blends of polystyrene (PS) and polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) are being used as model substrates for both X-PEEM and STXM studies of preferential protein attachment. The morphology and surface chemistry of the PS/PMMA substrate has been investigated extensively by STXM, X-PEEM, and AFM.[12] There are many factors that control the morphology produced from any given thin film preparation and annealing protocol, and these are discussed in depth in ref. [12]. Simplicistically one expects complete phase separation without any preferential surface segregation since PS and PMMA are fully immiscible, and the interfacial and difference in surface tensions are similar. However, with our preparation procedure we consistently observe surfaces enriched in PS and films in which the PS domains form the continuous phase far above the composition at which PMMA would be expected to form the continuous phase. A variety of speculations have been made about the origin of this behaviour[12] but a definitive model for the driving force for the formation of the surface patterned structures and morphologies we observe does not exist at this time. Spin casting from a PMMA-rich (30% PS, 70% PMMA) dilute toluene solution (1% w/w polymer) of high molecular weight polymers (1.1 MDa PMMA, 312 kDa PS), followed by annealing at 160°C for 8 h, provides a flat surface (5–10 nm corrugation) with micrometre-scale discrete domains of PMMA in a continuous PS matrix that is well suited to the requirements of the X-PEEM experiment. The location of fibrinogen (Fg) on this PS/PMMA surface when adsorbed from deionized water or from phosphate buffer at physiological pH at concentrations from 0.005 up to 1 mg mL$^{-1}$ has been mapped using X-PEEM.[29] Radiolabelling studies showed that there is a thermodynamic
preference for PS relative to PMMA. When the fibrinogen was adsorbed from phosphate buffer solution, it was found preferentially on the PS domains—see Fig. 6 and results summarized in Table 1. However when the fibrinogen was adsorbed from a non-buffered aqueous solution it was found to adsorb preferentially at the PS/PMMA interface.

Fig. 7 displays quantitative component maps of polystyrene (PS), poly(methyl-methacrylate) (PMMA), and
Alb (Alb) and a colour composite of these maps derived from a C 1s image sequence recorded with STXM from a PS/PMMA thin film blend exposed for 10 min to 0.02 mg mL$^{-1}$ albumin solution in a non-buffered deionized water solution. Table 1 summarizes the quantitative determination of the average amounts (thicknesses through the column) of PS, PMMA, and albumin in the PS domains, PMMA domains, and at the interface (regions selected from threshold masking, as defined in Fig. 7). The spatial regions are defined using threshold masking of the PS and PMMA component maps, and defining the interface region as the non-PS, non-PMMA region. See Fig. 6b for X-PEEM studies and Fig. 7c for SXTM studies.

Table 1. Evaluation of amount of protein on different regions of a PS/PMMA polymer blend

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region$^C$</th>
<th>X-PEEM of fibrinogen$^A$</th>
<th>Region$^C$</th>
<th>STXM of albumin$^B$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PS PMMA Protein</td>
<td>PS PMMA</td>
<td>Strong protein signal</td>
<td>Strong albumin signal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMMA</td>
<td>(0.3)$^D$ 0.44 0.07</td>
<td>PMMA</td>
<td>5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS</td>
<td>0.91 0.12 0.14</td>
<td>PS</td>
<td>6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interface—all</td>
<td>0.57 0.14 0.11</td>
<td>Interface—all</td>
<td>6.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strong protein signal</td>
<td>0.87 0.05 0.25</td>
<td>Strong albumin signal</td>
<td>10.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^A$ On PS/PMMA (0.05 mg mL$^{-1}$ from buffer). Relative amounts.

$^B$ On PS/PMMA (0.02 mg mL$^{-1}$ from water). Absolute amounts (nm pixel$^{-1}$).

$^C$ The spatial regions are defined using threshold masking of the PS and PMMA component maps, and defining the interface region as the non-PS, non-PMMA region. See Fig. 6b for X-PEEM studies and Fig. 7c for SXTM studies.

$^D$ The large PS signal reported for the PMMA domains is from a combination of microdomains (constituting $\sim$5% of the area of the PMMA domains, based on AFM imaging) and radiation damage which creates a $\pi_{C=C}$ signal at 285.1 eV signal coincident with that of PS.
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